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Even though Sir Galahad was chaste, he was chased by the young 
women from Castle Anthrax. As the documentarian recorded this 
and the other activities of King Arthur and his knights for a film, 
he noticed that only some things seemed to fit. That helped him 
discover Sir Galahad’s plan for how the knights should approach 
new situations. 
 
Sir Galahad __________ a good way to describe __________ 
scenes. When the group came within __________ of another land, 
Sir Galahad would often __________ a poem describing its beauty. 
One time, the group saw a __________ of partridges in a 
__________ tree and Galahad expounded upon that simple scene 
for twenty minutes. 
 
King Arthur had searched the kingdom looking __________ 
worthy men and was now joined by __________ knights on his 
adventure. Sir Bedevere was viewed as the intellectual of the 
group. On their journey, he __________ the knights how to keep a 
rope __________ when crossing a bridge. He was also planning to 
__________ about the __________ way of performing a 
__________, but hadn’t been able to find his favorite quill. 
 
King Arthur and his knights were on a __________ quest, but Sir 
Robin didn’t seem __________ committed to it, apt to run away 
when faced with danger. 
 
Sir Bedevere helped villagers learn that one __________ to 
compare two items is to __________ them on a scale. 
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